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A Real-world Solution Helps CMU
Students Ace Programming Contest
Professor Stephen Roehrig set up a contest for students in his graduate-level programming course at Carnegie
Mellon University. He was pleasantly surprised when a free download of Compuware DevPartner Profiler helped
his students radically improve the speed of their programs.
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P

rofessor Roehrig gives courses in object-oriented programming
as part of the Master of Science program in Computational
Finance at CMU. His students frequently go on to high-powered
careers at Wall Street firms, which mine their expertise in devising
sophisticated programs for trading in the financial markets.
Speed is a prime requirement for such programs, which crunch
huge volumes of data to detect trading opportunities in even small
movements in prices. So Roehrig decided on a contest to simulate
that real-world challenge, setting his students the goal of creating
the fastest possible computer program to find the value of a complex
financial instrument used to hedge risk while investing.
The students worked in teams of three, and he told each team to
use a commercial software product for analyzing code performance,
DevPartner Profiler, to make their work more effective. The students
downloaded a free version of the program from Compuware’s web site
and used it extensively to improve their programs.

Carnegie Mellon University Professor Stephen Roehrig (second
from left) guided graduate students Joshua Freeland (left),
Vladimir Kobelev and Prashant Radhakrishhan to first place in
a classroom contest using DevPartner Profiler.
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“That was a sort of lesson I wanted my students to get,” Professor
Roehrig explains. “They could write things faster if they knew where
to put their energies, and obviously a profiling tool (like Compuware
DevPartner) is a way to try to discover that.
“I gave them code that worked and they knew all of the mathematics,
so there really wasn’t a huge development challenge there other than
just trying to make it faster. The better teams completely rearranged
memory layout from my ‘vanilla version’ to eliminate allocating
memory and wasting time bouncing around from here to there,” says
Roehrig.
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Overall, the results from the programming contest were phenomenal.
“The winning team took my code, running many times the standard
number of replications in 31 seconds, and got it down to 120
milliseconds,” Roehrig reports. “I thought they did pretty well.”
“I thought the groups might be able to get the speeds down
‘times ten.’ I hadn’t actually gone through the drill myself using
DevPartner, so I was really sort of flabbergasted that everybody was
able to get to a factor of 20 or 30 times better than my code.”
Given the budget constraints of a college classroom, the CMU
professor researched the choice of profiling tools among those
available for free download on the web. “There was a Community
Edition available for DevPartner. There are some other freebies
out there that didn’t work terribly well at all, but I came across
DevPartner and it seemed like just the right thing for us,” Roehrig
explains.
“The students really liked the idea of being able to see where the
time-consuming parts of the code are. I was looking for something
that would give function timing and line-by-line timing, so
DevPartner was just fine for that.”

“The most beneficial feature was being able to look at the timing
line by line. A lot of the other products seemed to be able to deal
only with times in function, so being able to look at the amount of
time consumed and the number of calls for each individual line of
code was really worthwhile.”
Roehrig adds that DevPartner Profiler was easy for his students to
understand and use. “The installation was pretty straightforward and
everybody liked the way it was nicely integrated into Visual Studio,”
he says.
“I’ve used other profilers in the past and DevPartner was better in
many ways. I don’t think the teams would have had a chance to do
anywhere near as good a job as quickly without a good profiler. I
expect these kids will be demanding a profiler like DevPartner when
they go out to make their real money on Wall Street.”
The DevPartner Performance Analysis Community Edition profiling
tool is available for a free trial at www.compuware.com/DevPartner.
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